Jazz Concert Approved at Initial Council Meet

Student-Council held its initial meeting of the semes-
ter Friday evening in an atmosphere that was high
of controversy. However, during the discussions of the pro-
ed Jazz Concert, a ruling by SC President Bob
Greger, Director of Lamport House, was tabled to
the Board. The Board considers the Concert Group to
its agenda for next month.

Personnel behind the event, which appears on this
page, are: Director of Lamport House, Greger; SC
President Bob Greger; SC Secretary Bob Bello; and
SC Treasurer Bob Bello.

A two-hour meeting between students, alumni, faculty and
department officials, to discuss how House Plan's facili-
ties can be used by each department, was held Thursday in
the Lamport House picture. It was also tried to ferret out opinion
on a proposed Board of Governors.

The Board of Governors' concept has arisen during previous
meetings held by HP director Irving Greger, SC President Bob
Cord, SC President Gene Tashoff, and HP President Eugene
Taupin. The quartet, said that "a Board of Governors, immediately re-
ponsible to ICB and consisting of all organizations belonging to
Lamport House (the possible entity; not the House Plan group) in
a proportioning voting set-up is the temporary plan of the moment."

THE OLD AND THE NEW—ALMOST: While
in the Lamport House picture, it was also tried to ferret out opinion
on a proposed Board of Governors.
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Board of Estimate Discards Baruch-Police Academy Bid

The Board of Estimate Thursday doomed plans to construct a new Police
academy adjoining the Baruch School. This action, in effect, removes any hope of improve-
ment of Baruch School facilities in the near future.

In approving the proposed affiliation, the Board
approved a plan submitted by Budget Director Abraham
D. Beame for construction of the Academy of city-owned land on the
northeast corner of Twenty-first Street, east of Third Avenue.

Beame stated that he felt the Baruch-Academy combination was
an "unnecessary" one.
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The Board, or any governing body, would issue dates and public-
ity rights to organizations using Lamport House facilities. But this "plan of the moment" came under fire when Lou Marin,
member of both House and Student Council, suggested an al-
ternative.

His setup would give ICB the power to regulate Lamport fa-
cilities only for those days allocated to House Council—
House Plan's governing body. A similar plan was submitted by
George Grant, Grant's proposal would allow any club that used
HP's facilities "in a steady basis to join House Council and take
off.

(Continued on Page 7)
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SA To Accept New Members

The Campus Student Council of City College of New York, last week, elected four students to the SA. The newly elected members are: Josephine Vitale, a sophomore majoring in psychology; John S. Berman, a sophomore majoring in sociology; Richard Breslow, a sophomore majoring in English; and Mildred S. Weinstein, a sophomore majoring in biology.

Baruch Plaque Erected

The New York City College of Technology has erected a Baruch plaque in honor of Herbert H. Lehman, former governor of New York State. The plaque is located on the east side of the campus, near the main entrance. It bears the inscription: "In honor of Herbert H. Lehman, former governor of New York State, for his many contributions to the city and the college." The plaque was installed last week, and it is expected to be a focal point for visitors and students alike.

Weekly Frosh Calendar

The following events are scheduled for the week of October 16:

- **Weekly Frosh Calendar: Thursday, October 16**
  - **School Visit:** Freshmen are encouraged to visit the City College of Technology's campus for a tour of the facilities.
  - **Guest Speaker:** Professor J. Peterman will speak on the topic of "The Importance of Historical Awareness."

- **Weekly Frosh Calendar: Friday, October 17**
  - **Workshop:** "Career Development Workshop" with guest speaker Dr. Robert Johnson.
  - **Field Trip:** Visit to the Museum of Modern Art.

- **Weekly Frosh Calendar: Saturday, October 18**
  - **Class Trip:** Visit to the Brooklyn Museum of Art.
  - **Workshop:** "Writing for Success" workshop with guest speaker Dr. Samuel Johnson.

Students save more

at barnes & noble's bookstore

SERVE YOURSELF QUICKLY, ECONOMICALLY AT THE NEWLY IMPROVED
23rd Street Branch Store

CHOOSE YOUR OWN COMPLETE OF STOCK FROM USED AND NEW TEXTBOOKS FOR CITY COLLEGE STUDENTS

Top cash paid for your discarded texts—yes, even for books discontinued at City College. Bring them in NOW while the are still in demand.

FREE BOOK COVERS . . . BLOTTERS . . . PROGRAM CARDS

OPEN THE WEEK OF THE 15th UNTIL 11 P.M.

BARNES & NOBLE, INC.
23RD STREET, Opp. CCNY—ABOVE THE DRUG STORE
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The Battle for the New School\n
The situation at Lamport House is one of constant struggle between the "haves," Lamport House, and the "have-nots," Academy Hall. The "haves," Lamport House, are trying to expand their facilities and resources to maintain their advantages over the "have-nots." The "have-nots," Academy Hall, are attempting to improve their own conditions. This struggle is one of the main conflicts on campus and has been a source of tension for many years.

The Battle for the New School

Students are particularly hard for former dean Thomas Norton, who worked diligently for the Police Academy-Baruch House, a building which holds a maximum capacity of 15,000 students and is the envy of many. It has been a difficult pill to swallow for many students who have only known the small, overcrowded facilities of the old school.

The Battle for the New School

As New York City moves into the future, the need for modern facilities for students becomes more apparent. The Police Academy-Baruch House is currently outdated and does not meet the needs of today's students. The Board of Governors is considering options for a new building to replace the old one. The students are demanding that the new building be state-of-the-art and meet all modern standards.

The Battle for the New School

However, the Board of Governors is hesitant to commit to a new building due to the considerable cost. Many students are pushing for the Board to reconsider their decision and build the new school. The students believe that it is a necessary investment in the future of the school.

The Battle for the New School

The Board of Governors is considering options such as expanding the existing building or finding a new location for the school. The students are demanding that the new building be state-of-the-art and meet all modern standards. The Battle for the New School is ongoing, and the future of the school remains uncertain.
Cord Emphasizes Wider Activities
By Robert L. Cord
In my capacity as President, I have drawn up the following program of activities for the Academic Year 1957-1958...

Dr. Taft Re-elected President of Mt. Vernon Board of Education

Three Beautiful Models: CCNY's Long Standing Favorite

In exercising its function as the official voice of the student body of the Baruch School, has occurred.

Get Lucky, Dookie! Send in and MAKE $25

Hundreds and hundreds of students earned $25 in Lucky Strike's Doodle drive last year—and they tell it's the easiest money yet.

In a game a week, just look at the sample here: Doodle anything you want. Doodle as many as you want. If we deduct your Doodle, we pay $25 for the right to use it, with your name, in our advertising. And we always end up paying for you. Don't we!"...
**Champion Booters to Launch Bid for Third Straight Title**

By Lou Pohoryles

With its sights set on a third consecutive Metropolitan league crown, the City College soccer team will open its 1955 season Saturday against last year's runner-up, Pratt Institute, at Lewisohn Stadium.

Sparked by two honorable mention All-American Johnny Koutsanouts and Gus Naclerio, an outstanding varsity backfield, the City College line-up is aH set to s

**Loss of Five Sophs Due to Ineligibilities To Hurt Basketteer**

By Ralph Sobovinsky

The 1955-56 varsity basketball season is a little more than two months away from beginning and a disheartening situation is already at hand. Each of the top plays on last year's team, all slated to join NaclerioSelected As New Track Head

An instructor in the Hygiene Department since 1936, Dr. Harry J. deGirolamo was named track and field coach at the City College at the last week, succeeding Dr. Harold Anson Bruce, who retired. Dr. deGirolamo has had some experience supervising track squads as he has been the Evening Session track mentor since 1944. At New York U., from which he received his Master's and Doctorate degrees, the new addition to the coaching family, fairly enough, concentrated on major sports other than track, namely baseball and football.

The new coach feels that: "Following in the footsteps of Dr. Bruce, a great man, will be a tremendous task. He did an outstanding job and if I do half as well, I will have accomplished a lot."

**Intra-Mural Board Basketball Tournament To Open Next Week With 32 Teams Vieing**

The Intra-Mural Board in Hansen Hall on Thursday, October 6, will open its annual basketball tournament. The tournament will run for seven weeks and will be decided by the final round being played on December 15.

The bowling season begins this Friday at the Gramercy Lanes, 23rd Street and Third Avenue. The first elimination round of the individual tournament will be held from 2-5. The three elimination games may be bowled for only two a line, the cost including the pinboy's tip. Freshmen are especially welcome.

Applications for the basketball and six-man touch tackle football teams will be accepted starting Thursday at noon in Room 610A. The captain must register for the entire team but all rosters must be complete. Including reserves, the football rosters may range from eight to 16 players.

**Three in a Row? City College's championship soccer team is seeking its third straight Met title.**

**Rolling it Up**

By Dick Rustin

When Columbia would be at home on an Indian Summer's day and the crowd and the warm air would fill Baker Field, the white Henry Hapgood Bridge gleamed in the background and a student dressed up as a crazy-looking lion crouching out on the field. When Waterfield and Rama would come to the Polo Grounds and Ken Strong would battle them with his big toe. Yes, when you could get into the Stadium breathing with your high school G0 card and drink coffee and watch Buddy Young and Spike Sanders hurl themselves at the Browns. When the Browns would turn the lights on in the fourth quarter and when, after it was all over, you would leave with the thousands, your fingers too numb to hold your program.

When the New York schools had basketball teams which were good enough to meet and beat the best that the country had to offer. The Garden and the smell of cigarette smoke; NYU and the L. Dolph Schayes and Don Forman against St. Louis, Ed Macauley; City and Dambrot against Harvard's Cross and George Kaffan; St. John's and the Mean Machine, the handsome hero from Groza. The organist and the Nedick's star Smi

It's back across the years when sports meant a little more, than they do now, unencumbered by the responsibilities of growing up, of getting work, of getting drafted. It's way back, or so it seemed, although it wasn't such a long time ago...